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A new year is upon us. Riding season in NC could be only a few days away. While we enjoy our
lifestyle we must continue to make safe decisions while we are on the road.
This year I challenge you when you are out riding solo or with a group to go out of your way
and talk to other riders; ask them if they would like to join you on the ride. Remember at one
time you might have been that person wanting someone to just share the wind. You never
know could end up being you next best friend or future chapter president. It is about having a
safe good time and enjoying life, in most of our lives is in the saddle.
Ride safeGary Bridges
State President
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We urge all CBA/ABATE of NC to stay abreast of issues that are happening in the US and aboard. We
received this notice from our brothers and sisters in New York. Think it can't happen to you? Well, it's
happening in NC too. Lake Lure, NC has a noise ordinance and is issuing tickets to bikers who have loud
pipes. This has been going on for at least 3 years here in NC.
If you are not a member of your local ABATE join today! They are coming for us and when it's too late to
make a stand , what will you do???
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2022 State Meeting Dates
April 30, 2022
July 16, 2022
October 15, 2022
Village Inn & Event Center
6205 Ramada Drive
Clemmons, NC 27012

Signs available from Gaston County CBA for
$5.00. Please contact Jill Stillwell @
704-913-7284 for purchase
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Look Twice- Save a Life!
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NCOM BIKER NEWSBYTES
Compiled & Edited by Bill Bish,
National Coalition of Motorcyclists (NCOM)
NEW YEAR = NEW LEGISLATION
With 2021 in the rearview, New Year 2022 has hit the ground running in several states considering pro- and anti-biker laws,
including some helmet legislation, profiling, noise, motorcycle safety, lane splitting, bike parking and lighting issues.
Freedom of Choice on helmet use is on the docket in some of the 18 states that still mandate riders to wear them, such as
Massachusetts (H3524 & S2328: helmet standards), Nebraska (LB581) and West Virginia (HB2711 / SB127), while New York
seeks to study the efficacy of helmets (A1107) and Alabama’s legislature will consider requiring reflective headgear (SB65).
Lane splitting has been a hot topic lately, and Massachusetts (H3513 & S2315), Virginia (HB838) and Washington (HB1106 /
SB5622 & HB1254) hope to join California, Montana, Utah & Hawaii in allowing motorcycles to bypass slow moving vehicles in
heavy traffic situations.
Likewise, anti-biker profiling by law enforcement has been on many states’ agendas since being enacted in Washington,
Maryland, Louisiana and most recently Idaho, and now New York is the first this year among many more to introduce
legislation (A1747 / S3869) in hopes of preventing police from discriminating against motorcyclists in their application of the
law.
By sheer numbers, Massachusetts takes the prize for the most pro-motorcycle bills introduced already this session, with 11
pieces of legislation including H3487 / S2329 to advance motorcycle safety, H3417 / S2331 relative to a motorcycle safety
fund, and H3438 to clarify testing and enforcement of motorcycle sound emissions.
On the “anti-“ side of the dockets, New York is once again considering a prohibition on children under the age of 12 from
riding on a motorcycle (A148), and Virginia will debate “excessive noise” (HB367 and HB632 / SB180).
The year is young, with many more issues of interest on the horizon, pro and con, that concerned riders need to track and
stay on top of, and one of the best ways to do so is to join your state motorcyclists’ rights organization (SMRO) and subscribe
to the monthly NCOM Biker Newsbytes by e-mailing “Subscribe” to NCOMBish@aol.com.
BIKER ANTI-PROFILING RESOLUTION NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT
Since the federal Highway Bill passed Congress and was signed into law by President Biden without most of the promotorcycle provisions that bikers across America lobbied to include, it is now imperative that riders turn their attention
toward garnering support for the stand-alone measure in the House that would help prevent anti-biker profiling.
Nearly three years ago, the U.S. Senate unanimously passed a nonbinding resolution condemning the discriminatory profiling
of motorcyclists by law enforcement (S. Res. 154), and now the U.S. House of Representatives is again considering a similar
bipartisan measure in the 117th Congress, H. Res. 366; “Promoting awareness of motorcyclist profiling and encouraging
collaboration and communication with the motorcycle community and law enforcement officials to prevent instances of
profiling.”
Sponsored once again by Rep. Tim Walberg (R-MI) along with original co-sponsors Congressman Michael Burgess (R-TX),
Congresswoman Cheri Bustos (D-IL) and Congressman Mark Pocan (D-WI), the anti-profiling resolution was introduced in the
U.S. House of Representatives on April 30, 2021 to thwart “the illegal use of the fact that a person rides a motorcycle or
wears motorcycle related apparel as a factor in deciding to stop and question, take enforcement action, arrest, or search a
person or vehicle with or without legal basis under the Constitution of the United States,” as profiling is defined in the
resolution.
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H.R. 366 acknowledges that “complaints surrounding motorcyclist profiling have been cited in all 50 States,” and the
bipartisan resolution denotes three actionable items;
(1) promotes increased public awareness on the issue of motorcyclist profiling;
(2) encourages collaboration and communication with the motorcyclist community and law enforcement to engage in efforts
to end motorcyclist profiling; and
(3) urges State law enforcement officials to include statements condemning motorcyclist profiling in written policies and
training materials.
All concerned motorcyclists are encouraged to contact their Congressional Representatives at (202) 224-3121 to ask that
they join with 59 other colleagues as current cosponsors of H.Res.366 and help put a stop to law enforcement unfairly
targeting motorcycle riders for traffic stops, questioning and citations.
NOISE-DETECTING CAMERAS TO FINE LOUD MOTORCYCLES IN FRANCE
Traffic cameras that can identify excessively noisy motorcycles and vehicles are being deployed across France, with riders and
drivers who flout the rules facing fines of €135 ($153USD).
The debate over the devices, which have been trialed in various countries across Europe, has run rife for some time, but the
French are the first nation to initiate a wider roll-out of cameras that will flash and fine motorcycles and vehicles that exceed
noise levels.
The Bruitparif-designed Meduse cameras feature microphones attached to a camera that can pick up and identify the
direction of noise from the road below. Should the sound rise above a certain decibel, the camera is activated and a fine is
subsequently issued.
Though noise cameras are -- officially speaking -- aimed at all vehicles, many feel motorcycles are unfairly targeted compared
to cars with many routes popular with bikers used during trials.
MOTO-GP WILL NOT RACE IN COUNTRIES REQUIRING COVID QUARANTINES
When MotoGP resurfaced in October 2021, it looked like Grand Prix motorcycle racing might return to normal, packing the
schedule with 21 rounds including eight outside Europe, but the Delta and Omicron variant waves caused many countries to
reinstate travel restrictions -- including quarantines upon arrival -- forcing organizers to play musical chairs with the calendar
throughout the year.
Dorna CEO Carmelo Ezpeleta sent a clear message at a recent racing forum that MotoGP will not visit countries in 2022 that
require CoViD-19 quarantines; "If they tell us that we have to be quarantined for fourteen days, the answer is clear, no, I'm
not going! That's the limit," Ezpeleta claimed. "As for the rest, they can ask us to have vaccination certificates or the
documentation that we already did last year and that is why it was important to go to the United States as a test of what can
be said to the rest of the countries.”
Last year, MotoGP successfully ran events in Qatar and the United States, unfortunately the only races held outside Europe,
while Japan and Australia are still requiring such measures, and Thailand is trending that direction.
With the Japanese and Australian Grands Prix set for September and October, 2022, the situation could hopefully change,
while MotoGP’s pre-season runs will also be a testing ground for Malaysia and Indonesia’s ability to accommodate the
international race series.
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JAPANESE MOTORCYCLE SALES HIT 23-YEAR HIGH
Prior to the Coronavirus pandemic, motorcycle enthusiasts and OEMs alike lamented the elusive Millennial buyers and
declining sales, but throughout the global health crisis, motorcycles have surprisingly surged in popularity. As a result,
manufacturers experienced record sales growth, with Ducati, BMW, and Energica reporting large gains in 2020 and 2021,
and Japanese OEMs have similarly benefited from the increased interest and the “Big Four” (Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki and
Yamaha) are reporting that domestic shipments hit a 23-year high in 2021 (235.755 units in-country, up 20.6%).
In addition to the sales uptick, Honda, Suzuki and Yamaha all report increased sales among younger riders.
Before the pandemic, Japan’s more restrictive emissions laws thwarted ridership growth, but 2021 marks the Island
Empire's most successful year since 1998, when customers purchased 318,080 new motorcycles.
FOR WHAT IT’S WORTH: MOTORCYCLE RACERS BLINK LESS
A recent study has found that MotoGP riders blink far less than non-racers, with one test subject going 9 minutes without
blinking!
During the first round of the 2021 MotoGP season, Pramac Ducati rider Johann Zarco set a new series top-speed record of
225 mph. At that speed, riders cover 330 feet in one second. The average blink takes 0.15 seconds, so riders traveling at
that top velocity are effectively blind for nearly 50 feet of track.
That sounds like a terrifying prospect to us mere mortals, but a study between LCR Honda and Italian pharmaceutical
company Sifi helps explain how MotoGP riders’ eyes function in such extreme conditions. Conducted over six MotoGP
seasons (2015-2021), Grand Prix riders would undergo tests prior to the race and 30 minutes following the checkered flag.
The dual-test method revealed that rider reaction times and pupil performance remain in “Race Mode” for an extended
period.
All racers easily exceeded the normal 4-6-second blink interval, and despite the stressful conditions, none of the subjects
exhibited red, dry eyes or inflammation.
The results may be fascinating, but Sifi co-owner Carlos Chines believes this is just the beginning of a broader, long-term
study.
“We basically want to continue researching the differences between ‘normal’ eyes and those of MotoGP riders,” revealed
Dr. Chines. “We also want to investigate the relationship between concentration and blink rate. From these results, we
expect to understand whether one can work with little tricks, exercises, or eye drops to counteract fatigue, dry or sore eyes,
and deterioration in vision.”
DROPPED BIKE BLUES
Well, it’s too late to write to Santa for a saddlebag stuffer, but you can contact Airbiker to acquire their portable assistive
device to pick up downed motorcycles.
No matter how your bike got to the ground, you have to pick it up somehow, and while plenty of riding instructors teach
methods to help you pick up a downed bike, the moment of truth may seem much different when you eventually face it.
Plus, the bigger the bike, the more intimidating the task, and what if you have a bad back or other injury that makes it a less
smart idea to manhandle your scoot?
That’s the problem that French startup Airsink wants to solve with their new product called Airbiker; a small pouch with an
inflatable balloon and a few CO2 cartridges inside that gives enough boost for you to grab the handlebars and guide it back
upright from a completely prone position on the ground.
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NCOM CONVENTION ~ SAVE THE DATE!
Some of the finest Freedom Fighters in the motorcyclists’ rights movement will be among the hundreds of biker activists from
across the country to gather for the 37th annual NCOM Convention in Nashville, Tennessee over the weekend of June 23-25,
2022 to teach, learn and share information relevant to our ongoing fight for Freedom of the Road.
This year’s NCOM Convention will address legal and legislative topics of interest to all motorcycle riders, including informative
seminars, regional meetings, special interest gatherings and group discussions, capped off with the Silver Spoke Awards
Banquet.
NCOM Board Chairman James “Doc” Reichenbach reminds concerned bikers to “Mark your calendars now” .
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The Motorcycle Riders Foundation
& Things every Biker should be AWARE of
Depending on how old you are, you should have a few instances where change came
and negatively impacted your life. Narrowing this down, I’m going to focus on change
that affected your motorcycling life. Devil’s Advocate statement: Change is a huge part
of life. In many instances, once you get to where you no longer are willing to change,
you are done. No more growth; the world leaves you behind. Grab a rocking chair and
wait for the end. But in others, more attention must be paid.
In motorcycling, change that affects us often comes from Europe, then jumps to
California, and becomes a good idea to the rest of our nation. “Good idea” has always
been debatable. Usually, the change is due to safety or environmental issues.
Helmet laws, EPA- air quality concerns. And usually, most bikers ignore or thing someone else will take care of it, and the
change happens. We must remember that the motorcyclist’s rights organizations of our state; and all other states, is
comprised of a minute fraction of riders. And in the case of North Carolina, we are definitely not in fine fighting form.
The federal helmet mandate was made ‘beatable’ by strong ABATEs (such as South Carolina) in the early, from-the-start days
before opposition was as mobilized and opinions as set in stone. After that, the ONLY reason other states managed to
overturn their state’s mandatory helmet laws was with the help of the Motorcycle Riders Foundation (MRF). Bikers joined
the MRF. Their membership dues helped fund paying a lobbyist, providing office and coordination services – from follow
bikers – to bring SMROs/ABATEs across the nation together to lobby and contact Congress in other ways. Too bad we had to
go after this after the fact. Too bad no one paid attention while this great idea to curtail personal choice was being discussed.
Nope, we were too busy living our lives, thinking “that will never happen”. And for some states, like ours, we never got it
overturned. Legislators don’t see or hear from enough constituents to make them want to change this law. This has made our
battle so much more difficult. So! Let’s keep that lesson close to heart and tackle problems as soon as possible.
We have an additional handicap in that our own membership is dwindling. I’m not going to go into that too deeply here, just
know it and recognize what that means. More work for less people equals zero time for ignorance. We currently have well
less than 100 members of the MRF in our state. Go to the webpage at http://www.mrf.org – click on menu, click on join now.
We will be needing their help very badly, again, in our riding lifetime.
You may remember not too long ago, I told you about California passing a law outlawing small combustion engines for
everything from lawn equipment to golf carts. Well, Paris, France is taking steps to eliminate motorcycles in the city, stating
sound pollution issues. Motorcycles are a big part of getting around there, too! The first step is to ticket riders who set off
sound radar systems. Yup. Sound Radar. The European Commission has plans to drastically change emission requirements
on vehicles. Motorcyclists are greatly concerned. “A ban on internal combustion engines would be a disaster” states Michael
Lenzen of the German Motorcyclists Association.
In 2020, the Federation of European Motorcyclists Association (FEMA) spoke out about pending end-of-life directives which
would require collection and destruction of motorcycles which have come to the end of the proscribed “end of life”.
Still think this won’t happen here? Already has a couple administrations ago… albeit voluntarily. “Cash for Clunkers” ring a
bell?
I say to you again… JOIN THE MRF. Purchase memberships for others. Gift them. Don’t let this issue go the way of helmet
mandates.
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On the UP side of motorcycling news from the MRF:
We can happily report that for once, the U.S. Secretary of Transportation has announced a National Roadway Safety Strategy
that aligns with our own thought processes. Imagine! Director Pete Buttigieg’s plan focuses on safer road user behaviors,
safer road design, vehicle designs that help prevent crashes (safely), targeting speed issues with education campaigns, and
making it easier for post-crash medical providers to access and leave accident scenes. $14 Billion in new funding for road
safety. Increase crash data collection. The MRF is encouraged to see the U.S. Dept. of Transportation taking a “whole
picture” view in regard to traffic safety for a change!
HAPPY NOTE:
The MRF has been notified that the organization is to be inducted into the Sturgis Motorcycle Museum and Hall of Fame.
MRF Chairman Kirk “Hardtail” Willard had this to say: “Our organization being inducted into the Sturgis Hall of Fame is an
outstanding achievement that truly recognizes the impact the Motorcycle Riders Foundation has had on the national and
international motorcyclists’ rights scene over the past four decades. It is truly a celebration of our founding members and
the contributions of each Sustaining Member Organization, Sustaining Motorcycle Club, and individual members since the
beginning of this movement. For this recognition to happen in the spiritual center of motorcycling makes it even more
special.”
Local, Here, and Now:
After over 20 years serving on the board of the Motorcycle Rider’s Foundation, I have stepped down to focus on my health.
My issues are improving and because of this, I still plan to retain the position of State MRF Rep, as I was doing before I joined
the board. If, that is, our President here deems it so. I cannot thank the membership enough for making this possible. Just
as you did when I was “just” a state rep, you have sent me to national meetings to keep my education up-to-date and to help
make the connections needed to do a better job and better help North Carolina. I cannot say enough good about the
tremendous work done by Shannon Rights, without Shannon, there would have been zero MRF presence in our newsletters
and many state meetings. She is the ONLY assistant state rep currently gaining new members and putting forth information.
Her compassion and empathy towards my situation has helped CBA, but helped me even more. I am proud to serve with her,
she deserves recognition. Moving forward, I will be focusing on our state membership. To date, Gaston County Chapter has
been the only chapter I’ve visited. I asked for invitations, but will now be coming to visit regardless as I am sure each chapter
and other group will welcome me in. It is crucial that we grow our MRF membership in this state. CRUCIAL.
Upcoming Events: Monday May 16 – Tuesday May 17: Bikers Inside The Beltway. National Biker Lobby Day. Host Hotel:
Embassy Suites, 1900 Diagonal Rd., Alexandria, VA 22314 Rooms are limited and must be booked by May 12. Recommended
sooner. Use “MRF” as a reference code for your reservation. Reservation center 800-362-2779 OR hotel direct at
703-842-7044. Rate is $219 per night. Also can book online via personalized webpage: https://
book.passkey.com.event/50264283/owner/1731/home
As always but even more so today, I am honored to stand with you and so very humbled and grateful for each of you who
have stood with and by, me. Better days are upon us!
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Awhile back I dropped my bike at the Winner's Circle. INFRONT OF EVERBODY!! Yeah I did it. Was on a hill fighting with the
kickstand, leaned to far over and WHAM!! Bike and I both hit the pavement! I think it knocked the breath out of me and I had must of
had my eyes closed.. Cause when I opened them saw several people scrambling around me . The first ones I remember seeing was Danny
Mac (SGMC), Cameron (SGMC) and Spyder (GCCBA)..I know their were others. Hey, Thank you. Remembering Cameron saying "
GABBY GABBY you alright, you wanna just lay there or you want up?" Naturally I said "yes yes get me up". Thinking to myself..If I get
up quick enuff just maybe NO One will have seen or noticed. LOL..NOT!! I heard, "Gabby you need me to ride that bike for ya? Need
training wheels? Among a few others". Best to LOL and go along with it cause it helps ease the pain from my 600lb Harley Davidson 1200
Sportster falling on me. Feeling incompetent and totally embarrassed. But ..hey eventually you gonna be next if you haven't already done
it!!
Well, some good things did come of this accidental fall.. I realize you really do have True Biker friend's that care, they came to help and I
so appreciate all of you. I could not of gotten that bike off of me or got it up off the ground! Getting to the part/point of my little story..I
know most men can pick their bike up and some ladies can. I can't!! I've watched the butte (Which I have NO butte) roll video half a
dozen times. Still can't do it…
Most of us have witnessed that scenario at least once in our motorcycling life: someone drops his or her motorcycle, and three or four
people scramble over to help muscle it upright. But have you ever seen someone (mainly women) actually upright a motorcycle alone? It
can be done! A 5-foot-3-inch 118-pound woman, gets into position beside her downed bike. How can a tiny woman possibly lift a 600pound motorcycle all by herself? Anyone can do it regardless of size....(but me). "Height and weight are only factors in where you place
your body on your motorcycle." "For example, a person who's taller has to put the center of his or her rear-end more into the middle of
the seat, where as a smaller person has to be more on the edge." (I so need to learn how to do this myself!)
This is just one factor in the positioning of one's body enabling him or her to upright a motorcycle. Also important is feet have to be close
together and arms must be as close to the body as possible when executing the lift. Then, instead of one "heave-ho" type of a lift, baby
steps work better in pushing the motorcycle up to its correct position. "It's all in the legs, not your back."
Is there a limit to what size motorcycle can be lifted this way? It's not so much about size, but more about whether the motorcycle has a
low center of gravity (this makes it easier) and if it has saddlebags. Some sort of bag or bar on the side of the bike preventing it from being
completely over on its side makes it easier to upright.
Surprisingly, sport bikes are the hardest motorcycles to lift this way. That's because they tend to have a high center of gravity and do not
have anything between the pavement and frame. If a bike like this falls over, try to slip a piece of wood, a bag, or something that can be
shimmied under the side of the bike to get if off the pavement a bit. Most big touring motorcycles have hard or soft bags so they are easier
to lift this way.
It's recommended you wear boots when lifting a bike. "It's all about confidence. "Sandals won't give you the confidence you need to lift
the bike." Which you shouldn't wear scandals at all . Also, use this method as a last resort. It there is help around, ask for it.
10 Steps for Picking Up a Fallen Motorcycle
"These steps are for a bike that has fallen on its left side"..(Mine went right)
1. Hit the kill switch. Make sure the motor is off.
2. Turn the gas off using the petcock on a carburetor bike if fuel is leaking.
3. Make sure the bike is in gear if you can get to it. If it is not in gear and you can't access the shifter to put it in gear, the technique
becomes more difficult because the bike could roll, but it can still be done. You'll have to have find the balance point of the motorcycle
between the two tires and leverage it as you lift.
4. Standing with your butt toward the seat, stoop down, and with your right hand grab the left grip.
5. When you grab the grip, pull it until it is as close to the tank as possible. With your left hand find something sturdy to grab hold of
under the seat. Don't grab the seat. It's too flimsy to support the weight of your lift. Grabbing the bike by the frame is the best bet. The
closer your left hand is to your body, the better.
6. Place your butt midway on the edge of the seat. This is crucial. The placement of your butt too high or too low on the seat will not give
you the leverage angle. You are pushing the bike with your butt and upper legs. You will have to pull up with your arms a bit, but mostly
you will be pushing the bike up with your legs.
7. You must have good traction under your feet or they will slip. If there is gravel under your feet, sweep it away with your boots. Same
for grass.
8. Start pushing your butt against the seat using baby steps to force it upright. The hardest part will be the beginning. Once the bike starts
to lift off the ground, you'll gain momentum to help you execute the rest of the lift.
9. Once you have the bike up, carefully put the kickstand down and lower the bike to it. If you can't get the kickstand with the heel of
your boot, turn your body carefully toward the front of the bike and grab both grips, then put the bike on the kickstand or center stand.
10. The process is the same if the bike is on its right side. Your hands are reversed of course. It is easier to get it into gear. Remember to
put the kickstand out first so that you can ease the bike onto it once it is upright.If you feel like there is no way this bike is going up like
this, then move the position of your butt. If that doesn't work, try changing the flex of your knees. Try not to flex your knees too much to
begin with. Often when you get the angle just right the bike goes up like it's made of paper. Adrenaline tends to push the bike over the
other side if you're not careful. And if you still can't get it up there's usually someone around that will be glad to help you.
Gabby,
Vice President
Gaston County CBA
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Make your plans now to attend 2022 NC Motorcycle Lobby Day hosted by CBA/
ABATE of NC! Hotel reservations can be made at
https://group.hamptoninn.com/z5w4u4
Hampton Inn 3920 Arrow Drive Raleigh, NC 27612
919-881-7080
Group discount code: NC MOTORCYCLE LOBBY DAY
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Shannon Rights, Information Director
"A legacy is something handed down from one period of time to
another period of time by an ancestor or predecessor"

As mentioned in the meeting notes from the last State Executive Council meeting, I am reinventing a
past program that CBA/ABATE of NC had in the late 70's, early 80's; Starting in January 2022 we will
have our "Ambassador" program restarted. To take part in the Ambassador Program you will send me a
pic of your odometer on your motorcycle (each bike if you have more than 1) and your name. Each
month you will keep track of the CBA/ABATE of NC events, meetings or other riding events that you
take part in. On October 1st, you will turn in your list with pics of each event, meeting etc along with
your ending mileage. The person who travels to the most CBA related events and meetings for the
previous 10 month will be our first "ambassador" of 2022.
This program was started by my late brother, Claude "BODA" Chavis back in the day to get the
members riding and taking part in each other's events.
There will also be a special award for the participant who visits every chapter during the 10 month
period.
You can submit your information to me at Shannon@motorcyclelawgroup.com
Ride safe-
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CHAPTER INFORMATION
Alamance Chapter: PO Box 1445 Graham, NC 27253
Forey Holt, President- 336-693-1078 4eholt88@gmail.com
Brian Rocafuerte, VP- 919619-5131 brockcba@gmail.com
Meets 1st Saturdays 11am- Down Home Harley 2215 Hanford Rd. Burlington, NC
27215
Buncombe Chapter: PO Box 9271 Asheville, NC 28815
Jody Martin, President- 828-768-9125 martin9264@bellsouth.net
Brian Maney, VP- 828-774-8680 choppermaney@yahoo.com
Meets 2nd Tuesdays 7pm Happy Hill Restaurant 1400 Patton Ave Asheville, NC
28806
Charlotte Chapter: PO Box 26445 Charlotte, NC 28221
Mike Wiggins, President- 704-726-9444 pigsdufly@yahoo.com
David Terwilliger, VP- 704-779-4194 davidnterwilliger@outlook.com
Meets 2nd & 4th Tuesdays 7pm Iron Thunder Saloon 10023 Weddington Rd Ext.
Concord, NC 28221
Chatham Chapter: PO Box 604 Pittsboro, NC 275312
Bruce Miles, 919-369-3246
Meets 1st Thursdays 6:30pm Virlie’s Grill 58 Hillsboro St Pittsboro, NC 27312
Cleveland Chapter: PO box 115 Earl, NC 28038
Haley Wilson, President- 704-692-1163 cbaofcc@gmail.com
Meets 2nd Sundays 2pm VFW 855 W. Sumter St Shelby, NC 28150
Davidson Chapter: PO Box 227 Lexington, NC 27298-0227
David Speight, President- 336-470-2155 david_s8@yahoo.com
Jim Everhart, VP- 336-248-7880 jseverhart@triad.rr.com
Meets 3rd Sundays 5:30pm- contact officer for meeting location
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Gaston Chapter: PO Box 22 Lowell, NC 28098-0022
Jill Stillwell, President- 704-913-7284 jillstillwell@bellsouth.net
Gabby Mintz, VP- 704-868-4688 ncharleygurl@yahoo.com
Meets 1st Tuesdays except December 7pm Jackson’s Cafeteria 1453 E Franklin Blvd
Gastonia, NC 28054
Granville Chapter: PO Box 1311 Creedmoor, NC 27522
David Whitfield, President- 919-818-4173 threb2595@frontier.com
Russ Wilson, VP- 919-225-4521 russellw508@gmail.com
Meets 1st Sundays 2pm 1639 Highway 50, Creedmoor, NC, 27522
Hickory Chapter: PO Box 901 Hildebran, NC 28637
Mike Pendergrass, President- 828-408-5555 mikepcba@gmail.com
Ed Woody, VP- 828-216-8059
Meets 3rd Tuesdays 7pm Captain’s Galley Seafood 1261 16th St. NE, Hickory, NC
28601
Smoky Mountain Chapter: 3261 Georgia Rd Franklin, NC 28734
Brian
Almeida,
President617-222-0643
mongoscycles@gmail.com
Due to Covid- monthly meetings are online. Email or call for meeting info.
At Large Members: Please contact Robert Causey 336-442-8885
shaggy6901@gmail.com or Kristie Morris 704-305-5530
kristiemorris13@yahoo.com for updates and matters that will be voted upon at State
Executive Council Meetings
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2020-2021 Board of Directors
Need something? Call on us!
CBA/ABATE of NC
President:
Gary Bridges
704-458-0571
gbcbaabatenc@gmail.com
CBA/ABATE of NC
Vice- President:
Robert "Shaggy" Causey
336-442-8885
6901Shaggy@gmail.com
LEGISLATIVE
DIRECTOR:
David Terwilliger
704-779-4194
Davidnterwilliger@outloo
k.com
STATE SECRETARY:
Donna Barnett
704-287-4309
deb2334@yahoo.com

MEMBERSHIP
DIRECTOR:
Jill Stillwell
704-913-7284
cba.abateofncmemberships
ervice@gmail.com
341 Colt Thornburg Rd
Dallas, NC 28034-8592
TREASURER:
Darlene Kimsey
336-880-0277
wkimsey@northstate.net
2225 Bevan Drive
Trinity, NC 27370
INFORMATION
DIRECTOR:
Shannon Rights
336-493-9413

Shannon@motorcyclelawgroup.
com

SEA/MSAP DIRECTOR:
Cat Terwilliger
704-794-7278
looktwicenc@gmail.com
CENTRAL DISTRICT
COORDINATOR:
Michael Morris
704-305-5536
m.morrisflhtc@yahoo.com
EASTERN DISTRICT
COORDINATOR:
Chris Page
Billie-jo96@twc.com
WESTERN DISTRICT
COORDINATOR:
This position is vacant, if
you are interested in this
position, please contact
Gary Bridges.

CBA/ABATE of NC
341 Colt Thornburg Rd.
Dallas, NC 28034

